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EQUIVARIANT BORDISM AND SMITH THEORY

BY

R. E. STONG

Abstract.    The relationship between equivariant bordism and Smith homology

theory on the category of pairs with involution is studied.

1. Introduction. The object of this paper is to analyze the relationship between

the homology theories given by equivariant bordism 9Î|2(A', A, T) and Smith

homology theory H%?(X, A, T; Z2) on the category of pairs with involution. These

theories are related in much the same way as ordinary bordism and homology are

related. (See for example [1, §8 and §17].)

In §2, basic definitions will be given, and then it will be shown that assigning to a

bordism element/: (M, 3M, S) -*■ (X, A, T) the image of the fundamental Smith

theory class of (M, BM, S) defines a natural isomorphism

fi\ m**(X, A, T) é«?a Z2 — > Hp(X, A, T; Z2).

It should be noted, however, that one cannot have the other isomorphism relation

(valid for ordinary bordism)

9ll*(X, A, T) ¿ Hp(X, A, T; Z2) ®Z2 **£

for all (A', A, T) since Z2 bordism is not in general a free 9Î^2 module. (If X=2

points interchanged  by  T and  A=0, ^(X, A, r)^9f*, while H^(X, A, T)

®z2 9f|2sZ2 cg)Z2 9c|2s9î*2, and these are not isomorphic as graded groups.)

In §3, it will be shown that the composite

P- ° t* : ^l2(X, A, T) -> H^(Xx BO, A x BO, Tx S; Z2)

is monic, where r#: ^(X, A, T) -> %2(X x BO, A xBO,Tx S) sends

/: (M, BM, Q) -> (X, A, T) to fx r: (M, BM, Q) -4 (XxBO, A x BO, Tx S) with

t equivariantly classifying the stable tangent bundle of M. Thus, the dual Smith

cohomology groups

H$2(XxBO, AxBO,TxS; Z2)

provide characteristic numbers which determine the bordism class. There has been

much recent interest in equivariant characteristic numbers (see [5], for example).

Much of the effort has been devoted to more difficult cases using modern methods
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with equivariant Thorn classes and such (in for example the work of T. torn Dieck

or G. Hamrick). The approach taken here is much more naive.

I am especially indebted to Professor E. E. Floyd for his interest and encourage-

ment, and for pointing out the existence of the fundamental class in Smith theory.

I am also indebted to the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation for financial support during

this work.

2. The representation theorem. Let A" be a simplicial complex T: Jf—> X a

simplicial involution (T2 = identity) and A<^ X an invariant subcomplex (TA^A).

It will be assumed that A'is "finely" triangulated so that the fixed set F of Ton X

is a subcomplex and the orbit map -n: X-^ X\Z2 is simplicial (E. E. Floyd [3] shows

that this may be accomplished by taking the second barycentric subdivision).

Letting C(X) ® Z2 denote the chains of X with mod 2 coefficients, one has an

induced chain map 7# : C(X) ® Z2 -> C(X) ® Z2 with T# ° T#= 1, and one lets

C°(X) denote the subgroup of chains invariant under 7# (7#ct = ct). Since the

boundary operator commutes with 7#, one has induced a boundary homomorphism

8: C°(X) -> C°(X), making (C°(X), 8) a complex. One lets C°(X, A) = C°(X)¡C°(A),

and 8 makes this into a chain complex. The Smith homology groups of (X, A, T),

H^-(X, A, T; Z2) are then defined to be the homology groups of the complex

(C°(X, A), 8).
Now consider a chain <r= 2 ai^', where A' are n-simplices and a{ e Z2. The chain

a is invariant under 7# if and only if, for each «-simplex A, the coefficients of A and

r#A in a are the same. Thus a is a sum of terms A + 7#A (if T#A^ A) and terms A

(with 7#A = A), so that C°(X) decomposes into a direct sum U ® V, where U is

spanned by the A + 7#A (7#A ± A) and V is spanned by the A with 7#A = A. Clearly

8(A + 7#A) is a sum of terms of the same form for if a face A' of A is fixed by 7#, A'

occurs with coefficient 2 = 0 in £)(A + 7#A), while if 7#A = A, then by the "fineness"

of the triangulation, each vertex of A must be fixed so each face of A is fixed by 7#.

Thus C°(X) is the direct sum of the subcomplexes U and V, inducing a decomposi-

tion of C°(X, A) and H^(X, A, T; Z2).

Now let p: C(X\Z2) ® Z2 -> C(X) ® Z2 be defined as follows. If A' is a simplex

of X\Z2, let A be a simplex of X with it A = A', and let p(A')=A + 7#A, which is well

defined since A and 7#A are the two possible lifts of A'. Clearly p is a chain map with

image U<=C°(X) and kernel C(F)<=C(X/Z2). Thus p induces an isomorphism of

C(X\Z2)\C(F) + C(A\Z2) = C(X\Z2, A\Z2 u F) with the U summand of C°(X, A),

and the Usummand of 77^(^, A, T; Z2) is identified with H*(XIZ2, A\Z2 u F; Z2).

Clearly the inclusion /: F'->■ X identifies C(F) with V, and so the V summand of

Hl2(X, A, T;Z2) is identified with H^(F,F(~\ A;Z2). This gives the standard

result

Theorem 2.1. H^(X, A, T; Z2)^H^(X¡Z2, A(Z2 u F; Z2) 0 77*(5, F n A ; Z2).

By using Cech [6], [4] or singular [2] methods to obtain a complex, this may be

extended   to   topological   pairs   with   involution   (X, A, T).   Similarly   using
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Horn (C(X); Z2) one may form Smith cohomology groups dual to the homology

groups.

Being given a compact differentiable manifold with boundary Mn with dif-

ferentiate involution S, one may triangulate M "finely" so that S is simplicial (by

triangulating M/Z2 and lifting the triangulation). Clearly the fundamental cycle

fj. = 2 A', the sum of all n-simplices, is then an invariant chain, defining a funda-

mental class [M, BM, S] e H^(M, BM, S; Z2). This lifts [M, BM] e Hn(M, BM; Z2)

back along the forgetful homomorphism from Smith theory to ordinary homology.

One then has a natural homorphism

p.: 9Î|2(A-, A, T) -> H^(X, A, T; Z2)

assigning to the equivariant bordism element/: (M, BM, S) -*■ (X, A, T) the class

MM, BM, S].
If b = (B,U)e9ll* and a = (M, 8M, S,f)e^(X, A,T), their product Aa =

(BxM,Bx BM, UxS,fo nM) e SR%2(X, A, T) is sent by ¡i to

/* ° tm.[B xM,BxBM,UxS].

Since M/Z2 and its fixed set are complexes of dimension at most that of M, Theorem

1 shows that ttm<[5 x M,Bx BM, UxS] = 0 if the dimension of B is positive. If the di-

mension of B is zero, with B consisting of k points, then nM : B x M -> M is a Ar-fold

cover and irMn sends the fundamental cycle of B x M to k times that of M. Thus

p.(ba) = kp.(a) = e(b)■ p,(a), where e: 5R|2 -^Z2 is the augmentation to 9i|2s9?o = Z2-

Thus p induces a natural homomorphism

ß: ^(X, A, T) <g>wî« Z2 45 H^(X, A, T; Z2).

Proposition 2.1. ß is epic.

Proof. It suffices to show that fi maps onto each of the summands of

H%(X, A, T; Z2).

If ae//,(f,Fc\A;Z2), there is an ordinary bordism class/:(#, BN)^-(F, Fn A)

with MN, 8N] = a. Letting 1 denote the trivial involution on N, f: (N, 8N, 1)

-> (X, A, T) is an equivariant bordism element with/*[A, ON, l] = a.

If a e H^(X/Z2, A/Z2 u F; Z2), there is an ordinary bordism element

/: (N, 8N) -> (X/Z2, A/Z2 u F) with f*[N, 8N] = a. Using excision and a neigh-

borhood of F which retracts by a deformation to F, one may find a double cover

Ñ^. N, with covering involution S and an equivariant map f:Ñ^-X with the

diagram

M   f

commutative. Then f(8N)^ A u F and by applying excision methods to a neigh-

borhood of A, one may after a small equivariant deformation if needed find a
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decomposition of ¿W into two invariant submanifolds 8N=N0 U Nx with N0 C\ Nx

= 8N0 = 8NX with f(N0)<= A, f(Nx)^F. Let Á be the quotient of Ñ obtained by

identifying x with Sx for x e Nx, with/: #-> X induced by/, #: A5'-»- A induced

by w' and with involution 5 induced by S. Then /: (Ñ, 8Ñ, S) -> (X, .4, T) is an

equivariant bordism element andf# sends the fundamental cycle of Ñ to the lift by

P 0U#P- where p. is the fundamental cycle of N. Then/* [TV, BÑ, S] is a in H^(X,A, T).

Applying an excision to identify (A u F, A) with (F, F n ^4), the bordism exact

sequence of the triple (X, Avj F, A) gives an exact sequence

9iJ2(F, Fr\ A, I) —> 9^2(X ^> T) -^-> 9Î|2(^, Avj F,T)
t_j>_

and one has

Lemma 2.1. JAe homomorphism 8 is zero.

Proof. (1) Applying the fixed point homomorphism

F: M**iX, A, T) -> ©*=0 9c*-fc(5x BOk, (FnA)x BOk)

of [7, §3], F o i ¡s a monomorphism onto a direct summand complementary to the

k= 1 term, so / is monic, or 8 is zero.

(2) Any class a e yi%.2(X, A\J F,T) may be represented by a map /: (A, 8N, S)

-> (X, A u F, T), and by excising a neighborhood of the fixed set of N, one may

suppose S is free. By excision and a small deformation of / one may suppose

8N=N0vNx, 8N0 = 8Nx = N0nNx with f(N0)^A, f(Nx)^F. Let Ñ be the

quotient of A by identifying x with Sx for x e Nx, with/: A-> X and 5: TV-»- A

induced by/and S. Then/: (A, 8N, S) -> (AT, vi, T) has image a under/

Note. This defines a splitting, identifying ^Sl%2(X, A u F,T) with the bordism

classes for which the fixed point set has codimension 1.

Special Note. The splitting <p: ̂ l2(X, A u F, T) -> ^(X, A, T) just constructed

is only a splitting as 9Î* modules and not as 9ÎJ2 modules (see [7, p. 57, note (4)]).

However, being given/: (A, BN, S) -> (X, A u F, T) representing a with 5 free and

8N=N0 u Nx,f(N0)<=A,f(Nx)<=F, as above, and w=[M, U] e 9Î*2, <p(ma)-mcp(a)

is the class of

g: Mxlx Nxliim, 0, «) ~ (i/m, 0, Sn), (m, 1, n) ~ (m, 1, S«)} -> 5

by g(m,t,n)=f(n) and with involution induced by UxlxS. In particular,

f:(Nx, 8NX, S)^(F,FnA, l)isafreeZ2 bordism element and is a sum of products

u (g) y with « e 9c42(Free)(point) and y e SÎ^T7, 5 n ^). Crossing with Mxl and

acting as above sends this to a term u' ® v with ¡/ e 9t|2, and since dim 7>0,

dimw'>0. Thus <p(ma) — m<p(a) is decomposable in the 9Î|2 module structure, so

that <p induces a splitting

y' : 3ll2(X, AuF,T) 0^2 Z2 -> 9^2(*, ¿, T) ®wî2 Z2

for
/ : 3c|2(JT, A, T) ®3!?2 Z2 -* K%2(X, AvF,T) ®nza Z2.

Proposition 2.2. ß is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Tensoring the short exact sequence of the lemma with Z2 and applying

ß gives a commutative diagram

Q —> 9î|2(^ F n A) ® Z2 -U 11%(X, A)®Z2-^ m^(X, A u F) ® Z2 —> 0

0-     —> //^(F, Fn A)-> Hl*(X, A)- -+ H^(X, Au F)-   -^ 0

u u
H*(F, FnA) H%(X/Z2, A/Z2 U F)

in which the bottom exact sequence is split and gives the direct sum decomposition

of Theorem 2.1, with extraneous data being dropped from the notation, and with

Q being a Tor-term.

First, a is an isomorphism. Since 9c|2 is a free 91* module, the multiplication

9c|2 cg>9¡. 9c#(F, F n A) -> 9c|2(F, F n A)is an isomorphism, being an isomorphism

of homology theories on the category of pairs (with trivial action). Thus

sJc|2(F, F n A) ® Z2 is isomorphic to

Z2 ®Rf2 9c£2 ®si. 9c*(F, Fn/()5Z2 (g)3!. 9c*(F, fn^)S Hm(F, F n ¿),

and these isomorphisms are just ß = a. In particular, i*a = bi' is monic, so /' is

monic, and the top sequence is short exact.

Next, c is an isomorphism. First, the pair (X, A u F) is relatively free as a Z2

pair, so ^l2(X, Au F)is isomorphic to the free bordism group 9c42(Free)(X, A u F).

Assigning to a free bordism element /: (N, 8N, S) -* (X, Au F,T) the map

/: (N/Z2, 8N/Z2) -> (X/Z2, A/Z2 u F) gives an 9c* module isomorphism

P: $ll*(X, AuF)^ $l*(X/Z2, A/Z2 U F).

Clearly MN/Z2, BN/Z2] in H*(X/Z2, A/Z2 u F) represents /¿(A, 9JV, S,/) under

the identification with the Smith group, and hence

ß: Kl*(X, AUF) (8)3i. Z2 -> H^(X, A\J F)

induced by p. is an isomorphism. Letting

d: 9c|2(Jf, AUF) ®9¡. Z2 -► 9c|2(Z, /iuF) rasg» Z2

be the quotient, 6 and /i are epic while fr = ß ° 0 is an isomorphism. Thus 6 and

c = £ are isomorphisms.

Note. This indicates that free bordism as 9Î|2 module essentially is given by the

9c* module structure.- This is not precise, however.

Finally, since a and c are isomorphisms, so is A by the five lemma, which gives

the proposition.

3. The characteristic number theorem. Let Ä™ © S° denote the countable

direct sum of copies of R, with involution s: Ä°° ©Ä^^Ä00©/?" : (x, v)

-> (x, —y), and let BOn be the space of «-dimensional subspaces of Ä°° © Ä™ with
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involution S induced by s. Then (BOn, S) is a classifying space for «-plane bundles

with involution over reasonably decent spaces with involution. The inclusion

5°° © 5e0 -> R © R<° © 5™ : (je, y) -*■ (0, x, y) and identification of R © R°° with

5e0 (with trivial involutions) gives an equivariant inclusion i: BOn^> BOn+x, so

that if yn denotes the universal «-plane bundle (with involution) i*(yn+ x) = yn © 1 +,

with 1 + being the trivial bundle with trivial involution. Let (BO, S) be the limit of

the sequence of 50n's with these maps.

If (M, Q) is a compact «-manifold with boundary, the tangent bundle of M, as

bundle with involution, is classified by a map r: (M, Q) -* (BOn, S). lf(M, Q) is a

regularly imbedded invariant submanifold of 8V with (V, Q') an involution, then

the tangent bundle of V restricts to tm © 1+ on M, which is classified by i ° t.

(M, Q)->(BOn+x, S). Thus one has a well-defined homotopy class of maps

tm: (M, Q) -> (BO, S) classifying the stable tangent bundle of M, and if (M, Q) is

regularly imbedded in the boundary of (V, Q') by/: M-*■ 8V, then tv of=TM,

Being given a pair (X, A, T) with involution, one then defines a natural

transformation

t*: Wl2(X, A,T)^ 9ll2(XxBO, AxBO,TxS)

by  sending  the  class   of /: (M, 8M, Q) -> (X, A, T)  to  the  class   of fxrM:

(M, 8M, Q)^-(Xx BO, Ax BO,TxS), where  tm classifies the stable tangent

bundle of M equivariantly.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to a proof of

Proposition 3.1. The composite

%2(X, A, T)^>9î|2(A-x BO, A x BO, Tx $)-?-+ H^(Xx BO, Ax BO, Tx S;Z2)

is monic.

Proof, p. o t* is a natural transformation of equivariant homology theories, and

so one has a commutative diagram

0

mi2(F, FnA) ^°T*> 77|2(Fx BO, (F n A)x BO)■
a

Ii

yi%2(X, A)     M°T*-> Hl*(Xx BO, A x BO)

J

WAX, AUF)

J*

h1"7*
> H%2(Xx BO, (A U F) x BO)-
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Since Fx BO contains the fixed set of Xx BO, the pair (Xx BO, (A u F) x BO)

is relatively free, and hence

H^(XxBO, (A U F) x BO) £ H*((Xx BO)/Z2, ((A U F)x BO)/Z2).

If Z is a free Z2 space, so is Z x BO and if yr -> Z x BOr is the pull back of the

universal bundle the quotient E(yr)/Z2 ->Zx BOr/Z2 is an r-plane bundle over

ZxBOr/Z2 and is classified by a map yr: Zx BOr/Z2 -> BOr. The bundle 1+ over

ZxBOr gives a trivial bundle over ZxBOr/Z2 and one obtains a map

7 : Zx BO\Z2 -> BO. Letting #:Zx BO/Z2 -*■ Z/Z2 be induced by projection on Z,

one has

# x 7 : Z x BO/Z2 -*■ (Z/Z2) x BO

and this induces an isomorphism on Z2 cohomology. (It is clearly an isomorphism

on bordism for the free bordism of Zx BO may be identified with the bordism of

(Z/Z2) x BO by sending/x f : M -> Z x BO to the class of/x £ : M/Z2 -> Z/Z2 x BO

with/induced by/and £ classifying E(£)/Z2 -> M/Z2.) By excision, this also holds

in the relatively free case, so

H%*(Xx BO, (A u F) x BO) 3 H*((XjZ2) x BO, (A/Z2 u F)x BO).

Now 9c*2(A", Au F) is isomorphic to the free bordism and so to

9<c*(X/Z2, A/Z2 u F), sending a free map/: (M, BM) -^(X,Au F) to the class of

/: (M/Z2, BM/Z2) -*■ (X/Z2, A/Z2 u F). Applying t* and #xy sends (M, 8M,f)

to the image of the fundamental class of

fx f : (M/Z2, 8M/Z2) -» (X/Z2 x BO, (A/Z2 U F)x BO)

but f classifies the stable tangent bundle of M/Z2. Thus, the diagram

9c|2(X, AUF)-► Hp(Xx BO, (A U F) x BO)

= p  =

9c*(*/Z2, ¿/Za Uf)-Í H*((X/Z2) x BO, (A/Z2 U F)x BO)

commutes, with c = p ° t* in ordinary bordism, which is monic. Thus y is monic.

Next, consider the fixed set of (BO, S). Clearly, FBOn = {Jj+k = n BOt x BOk with

BOj x BOk given by the planes in Ä™ © R<° of the form U® V, dim U=j, dim V=k.

Since i: BOn^BOn+x sends BO,xBOk into BOj+xxBOk, one has F50 =

\Jk = o BO x BOk. Let BO'<=BO denote the fixed component BOxBOQ^BO. One

then has an equivariant inclusion

<7:(XxA0', A x BO') ^(Xx BO, Ax BO)
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with F(XxBO') = FxBO'. In Smith theory, one then has

H¡2(XxBO', A x BO')-—-> Hl2(XxBO, A x BO)

Pj*

H*{1x B0'' {i u F)x B0)    "*(| x B0' HUF)x B0)

©

H*(FxBO',(FnA)xBO')

and it is immediate that the composite pj*q* on the first summand is just the

homomorphism induced by the map

Z *     ZxBO**Y   Z       "
=- x BO'-> —--> -=-xBO
Zj2 Zj2 £j2

(on free spaces after excision). Now BO' is just a copy of BO and clearly # o x is the

projection on Z\Z2 while y»« classifies the universal bundle over BO', so(#xy)o*

is an equivalence. Thus pj*q* is epic, but p being an isomorphism, y* is then epic.

The Smith theory sequence of the main diagram is then short exact, 7* being

epic, with y monic. By standard five lemma type arguments, ß will be monic if a is

monic.

In order to prove a is monic, one must consider 9Î*2(F, F n A). One has an

isomorphism

P: ©£-o*,i 5¡*-t(fx BOk, (FnA)x BOk) -> ^(F, Fn A)

which assigns to /: (M, 8M)^(FxBOk,(F n A) x BOk) the class obtained as

follows. Let £ be the &-plane bundle over M induced by ir2ofi M =

D(e)¡{x~ —x\xe S(C)} with involution Q induced by — 1 in the fibers of i and

with projection -n: M -> M induced by projection in 7)(f). Then P(M, 8M,f) is the

class of trx °f° tt: (M, 8M) ->(F,Fr\ A). If £ = 0, M is just M with the trivial

involution.

Then 77|2(5x BO, (F n A)x BO) may be identified with the direct sum of

5 = 77*(Fx BO\Z2, (FnA)x BOIZ2 u Fx FBO) and

S = 77HC(Fx FBO, (Fr\A)x FBO).

First, ifa = (M, 8M,f)e'ft*(FxBO0,(Fn A)xBO0),p.o Tjf o p(a) is an element

of S since M is pointwise fixed by Q. Now S decomposes as a direct sum corre-

sponding to the components of FBO, with r: M -> 550 mapping into the fixed

component BOxBO0 = BO'. Clearly

p.oTifoP: yi*(FxBO0, (Fn A)xBO0) -> 77*(5x50x5O0, (Fn^)x50x5O0)

is just p; o t* in ordinary bordism, hence is monic.
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Next, if a = (M, 8M,f)em*_k(FxBOk, (FnA)xBOk), k>l, the fixed set of

M is M (image of zero section, codimension k) and RP(Ç) (image of S(£), codi-

mension 1) so that ß ° r* ° P(a) lies in the summand R. In order to evaluate

ß o t* o p(a) one defines a boundary homomorphism

8: R -> H*(Fx FBO x BZ2, (FnA)x FBO x BZ2) = T.

Specifically,   one  considers  yi%2(FxBO,(Fn A)xBO u FxFBO)  as  the  free

bordism and takes the boundary to the free bordism

9c|2(Free)CFx FBO, (FnA)x FBO)

which is isomorphic to 9c*(/7x FBO x BZ2, (F n A)x FBO x BZ2). Equivalently

(FxBOx EZ2, ((Fn A)xBOu Fx FBO) x EZ2) projects to

(Fx BO, (FnA)xBOu Fx FBO)

inducing an isomorphism on Smith theory, and one applies the boundary to

Hl2(((F nA)xBOuFx FBO) x EZ2, (FnA)xBOx EZ2)

£ Hl\FxFBO x EZ2, (FnA)x FBO x EZ2)

^ //*(Fx FBO x BZ2, (FC\ A)x FBO x BZ2) = T.

Tis, of course, a direct sum over the components of FBO.

One now analyzes 8 o p o T* o P(a). Specifically, t: M -> BO is equivariant

sending M into the fixed component BO x BOk to classify tm © $ (the eigenbundles)

while RP(£) maps into BO x BOx classifying rRPli) © A where À is the canonical

line bundle (the normal bundle in M=RP(^@ 1)). Excising the fixed set in M

gives a free bordism element S(Ç) x [0, 1] with involution —lxl which maps into

FxBO so that S(£)x0^ FxFBO by projection on M composed with

7rifx (tm x €), hence maps into Fx BO x BOk, and S(i¡) xl-^Fx FBO is given by

projection on RP(£) composed with (nx(fo tt)x(trpîox A)), hence maps into

FxBOxBOx.

Taking the boundary, and excising S(£\8M)x [0, 1] which maps into

(F r\ A)x BO, one has the remaining boundary given by 5(f) x {0, 1} and maps as

described. Thus B-p-Tjf-P(a) is the image of the fundamental classes of

(RP(0, 8RP(0) ^(FxBOx BOk x BZ2, (FnA)xBOx BOk x BZ2)

and

(RP(0, 8RP(0) -^(FxBOx BOx x BZ2, (Fr\A)xBOx BOx x BZ2)

with the maps given by RP(Ç)_\ M L^l+FxBO, RP(£)J^ M\ BOk, RP(0

J^ BOx and RP({) -> BZ2 classifying the double cover by S(0-

Letting

■nk: T-> H*(Fx BO x BOk x BZ2, (FnA)xBOx BOk x BZ2)
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be the projection for the kth component, one has

rrk o 8 o p. o t* o P: ^_k(Fx BOk, (FnA)x BOk)

-*■ H*(Fx BO x BOk x BZ2, (Fn A)xBOx BOk x BZ2)

sending (M, 8M,f) into the image of the fundamental class of RP(£) given by the

maps

7T tt./xtXÍ a
RP(0-► M —-> FxBOx BOk   and    RP(0-> BZ2

classifying the double covers S(£). To see that -nk o 8 o i¿ o t* o p is monic, let

c e H\BZ2, Z2) denote the generator, so that H*(RP(£), 355(f); Z2) is the free

H*(M,8M;Z2) module via -n* on 1, a*(c),..., a*(c)k~x. Then for any * e

77*((5, Fr\A)xBOx BOk),

(X ®Ck-\ Trk8p.T*P(a)> = {7r*(nxfx r X 0*(x) U a*(cf~\ [RP({), 8RP(£)]>

= ((TTXfxTxÇ)*(x),[M,8M\>

but the homomorphism

9î*.fc(5xBOk, (Fn A)xBOk)-> H^FxBOxBOk, (FnA)xBOxBOk)

sending (M, 8M,f) to (rrxfx tx |)+[A7, 8M] is just p. o Tjf in ordinary bordism,

which is monic. Since homology and cohomology are dual, the numbers

<x ® c"'1, TTk8p.T%P(a)y then determine a.

Thus, the direct sum of the homomorphisms irk ° 8 ° p. o Tíf o p is monic, so

8 o p o T* o p is monic to 5 on the k /O summand. Thus p; o t* o 5 is monic to

5 © 5, and since P is epic, p ° t* = a is monic.

This completes the proof of the proposition.
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